The

MONEY ZONE 2.0
Consistently Find The Zone
Where Money Is Made

NEW in 2.0
· Stunningly Accurate Strategies
· Home Run E-mini Results
· Multiple Timeframe Plotting
· The Power of Confluence
NirvanaSystems

Stunningly Accurate Signals
No other module has generated the kind of
excitement that the Money Zone Module has
since its release in 2009. Given its popularity,
we decided to revisit the module to focus on
signal accuracy and teaching our users how to
master the Money Zone method. The result of
these efforts is the release of Money Zone 2.0.
Ed Downs
CEO and Founder,
Nirvana Systems, Inc.

Traders gravitated toward the Money Zone
Module because of the sound principles that
it is based on—price-based, market-generated
information. Professionals have been using this
type of analysis to prosper in the market for
decades… and now you can too!
We improved the module across the board—
boosting its speed, adding new features, and
improving its accuracy. Our new Real-Time
strategies produced accuracy of 65% in the
E-Mini S&P 500, while our new End-of-Day
strategy shows accuracy of nearly 70% in the
S&P 100 (see page 7)! These are completely
mechanical strategies with entries and exits
that you can follow with ease.
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The new Multiple Timeframe Plotting feature
now allows you to plot daily, weekly, monthly,
and quarterly Money Zone levels in ANY
timeframe—an important feature requested
by users of the initial Money Zone. We also
improved every Money Zone indicator and
system, which has improved signal generation
across the board.
The Money Zone is an incredibly powerful
approach to trading the market; this is the
trading method you are going to want to use
to profit in 2011.

Sincerely,

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder,
Nirvana Systems, Inc.

Make Money Like the Pros!
Secrets Revealed!
The secrets of the Pros have been
revealed with Nirvana’s Money Zone
2.0 Module. Now you will be able to
see and play the same levels that have
been making professional traders rich
for years! For every trade there is a good
price, a bad price, and a fair price. The
Money Zone will help you find the best
price when these amazing levels are
plotted on your charts.

Improved Signals

Price is Leading
The concept behind the Money Zone is
easy. The module uses previous trading
activity to forecast hidden support and
resistance levels, creating a truly pricebased leading indicator. Professionals
trade from leading indicators that are
derived solely from price to stay ahead
of the crowd—and now you can too!
Once these amazing levels are plotted
on your charts, you’ll be able to see the
underlying road map to the market that
has guided professionals for years!

NEW Multiple
Timeframe Plotting
Price Responding
to Monthly Levels

The Money Zone levels allow you to find the best value in every chart with stunning precision.

For every trade, there is
a good price, a bad price,
and a fair price. The
Money Zone will help
you find the best price.
Finding True Value
The Money Zone offers an amazing way
to view true value in the market, across
any timeframe and any instrument. It
does this by capitalizing on the market’s

function as an auction. Essentially, price
moves higher and lower in order to find
value and facilitate trade between market
participants. Buyers and sellers enter the
market when they perceive price to be
overvalued or undervalued.
The Money Zone helps you home in on
these high-probability areas of value, so
you can trade with more confidence. This
price-based method of measuring value
gives you more power at your fingertips
than any other plug-in or module we’ve
ever produced!

WHAT’S NEW::
· Multiple Timeframe Plotting
· New Systems
· New Stops
· New Strategies
· Improved Customization
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Money Zone
Tools of the Trade
The Value Line
The Money Zone’s ability to calculate value in your
charts across any timeframe is powerful market-generated
information. Understanding where value is in your
charts allows you to determine when a market is
overbought or oversold, which is essential to profitable
trading. The Money Zone allows you to calculate and
plot the Value Line in any timeframe and now has
more controls for customization!

The Money Zone
The Money Zone is akin to the Value Area of Market
Profile®. This is where 70% of the trading occurred in
a measured period of time. Understanding where the
majority of traders are putting their money to work
allows you to quickly and accurately assess when price
is at value, overvalued, or undervalued. This is the
cornerstone to profitable trading.

UMZ
Value Line
Price drops
below value
LMZ
Buyers push price
back to value

Price moved away from the Value Line, causing buyers to enter the market
at the Lower Money Zone (LMZ) level,creating a push back toward value.

Using the Money Zone to analyze a chart’s value range in
any timeframe—daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly—is
incredibly important to trading… and the Money Zone
handles this with ease. The Money Zone 2.0 Module now
includes improved customization of all the tools in the
suite, allowing you to analyze the information that suits
your trading style.

The Developing Money Zone Levels
The Money Zone Module offers an array of powerful
tools, including a revolutionary way to view Money Zone
levels as they develop. MZ2 includes “developing”
versions of every indicator and system that are designed
to help you view the most important levels in the
market—AS THEY DEVELOP—in both Real-Time
and EOD charts!
The developing suite of indicators and systems allows
you to recognize fair value, overvalued, and undervalued
areas—BEFORE ANYONE ELSE! No other software
calculates this information bar by bar, a feature that
remains a favorite among Money Zone users.
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Price moves
back to value

The developing Money Zone levels dynamically update value in real-time,
allowing you to identify undervalued and overvalued situations.

The Power of Confluence…
Why We Use It. Why You Should Too!
Major areas
of confluence

The Money Zone helps to illuminate critical levels
in the market unlike any tool we’ve ever released.
How do you improve upon this? By using the power
of confluence in your trading! Essentially, confluence
occurs when several uncorrelated indicators point to
the same conclusion. By combining the various Money
Zone indicators with, say, Volume at Price or our new
Multiple Timeframe Plotting feature, you can have even
more confidence in your setups!
Confluence allows you to take a professional
approach to trading the market.

The Money Zone offers a multitude of ways to view areas of
confluence, including combining developing and static Money
Zone levels for powerful analysis.

NEW! Multiple Timeframe Plotting
You asked for it; we delivered. With Money Zone 2.0,
you now have the ability to plot weekly, monthly, and
quarterly levels in intraday charts AND daily charts!
Using multiple timeframe analysis with the Money
Zone significantly improves your chances for success,
since each timeframe is a call to action to various
types of traders.

Weekly

While day traders might enter a trade due to an
intraday Money Zone level, that same level may also
invite swing and position traders to enter the market
because it coincides with a weekly, monthly, or quarterly
level. Therefore, you are able to see the levels where the
most money is being put to work!

Monthly
Quarterly

Our NEW Multiple Timeframe Plotting allows you to see important areas of confluence in ANY timeframe.

Visualizing Value
Our Volume at Price (VAP) indicator is a great complement to the
Money Zone suite of tools since the information is processed in much
the same way, but uses volume instead. VAP is a visually stunning
tool that allows you to see the most important price levels, and now
includes improved customization and multiple timeframe settings!
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Stunningly Accurate SIGNALS
in End-of-Day and Real-Time

NEW! Improved Systems
We’ve improved the Money Zone Module across the
board, and this includes its systems. With improved
customization, Money Zone 2.0 allows us to define
the most profitable Money Zone signals. One
of the biggest improvements is the ability to set
thresholds around important Money Zone levels,
thereby allowing us to home in on key reversal
zones with amazing precision. This level of detail
and customization has led to some of the MOST
ACCURATE SIGNALS we’ve ever produced!

The MZ2 Reversal Strategy fires four trades on FSLR for quick profits!

NEW! Money Zone Real-Time Strategies
Money Zone 2.0 includes three new real-time
strategies which all provide great trading signals as
well as outstanding results (see opposite page).

The MZ2 Reversal Strategy
As the market looks to establish value, the MZ2
Reversal Strategy capitalizes on the price movement
by trading off of the Upper and Lower Money Zone
levels. In the top chart to the right, you can see how
this strategy is able to pinpoint sharp reversals and
quick profits.

The MZ2 Breakout Strategy
Big profits can be made when price breaks out of
the Money Zone; the MZ2 Breakout Strategy takes
advantage of these moves. This strategy is the most
profitable of the three real-time strategies, and the
chart to the right for EXC shows an example of the
power behind these signals.

As EXC rallied and broke out of the Money Zone, the MZ2 Breakout
Strategy picked up most of the move to capture a healthy profit.

The MZ2 Bounce Strategy
The third real-time strategy is the MZ2 Bounce
Strategy, which uses our new MZ2 Bounce System.
This strategy looks to see when a key Money Zone
level has been broken. Once price confirms that the
previously broken Money Zone level will provide
support or resistance, a signal is generated. The
Amazon.com chart to the right shows how this
setup can lead to exceptional gains.
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This MZ2 Bounce Strategy fired this trade on Amazon.com and made
over 2% in just two hours!

The MZ End-of-Day Strategy
The Money Zone concept spans across
timeframes, making it perfect for day traders,
swing traders, and position traders. Our new
MZ2 EOD strategy combines our best Money
Zone tools to deliver an all-in-one approach to
profiting with daily charts.

Nearly 70% Accuracy

+8% mo
move

This strategy makes great use of both the
MZ2 Breakout and MZ2 Reversal systems to
produce excellent signals for the EOD warrior.
Want proof? Our initial testing shows
NEARLY 70% ACCURACY on the stocks
in the S&P 100 over the last two years!

The Money Zone EOD Strategy fired this signal on Costco in November,
resulting in a profit of about 8%!

E-Mini Profits with Money Zone 2.0!
The RT Money Zone 2.0 strategies are delivering stunningly
accurate signals in the E-Mini S&P 500 futures contract! We
used an “All Strategies” approach and ran all three RT Money
Zone 2.0 strategies together, producing an accuracy of 65% for
2010! These are purely mechanical strategies, with entries and exits
that you can follow with ease. This type of ACCURACY trading
E-Minis will make even seasoned professionals envious!

2010 Mar

May

Jul

Sep

Nov

Jan
- $145K

All 3 RT Strategies
on the S&P 500

- $140K

- $130K

- $120K

45% gain and
65% accuracy

+7 points

- $110K
- $100K

+3 ppoints

$500 per contract traded!

An “All Strategies” approach to the E-Mini S&P 500 provided amazing
results with a portfolio simulation generating a 45% return for 2010.

The equity curve results were run on a 5-minute
timeframe for the E-Mini S&P 500 using all three
real-time strategies and trading 10 contract lots.
Taking this a step further, we ran a portfolio simulation on
the ES. The results are awesome! For 2010, we saw a 45%
gain, 65.5% accuracy, and a drawdown of just 8.5%—simply
amazing! The equity curve says it all (see above).
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Make Money Like the Pros!
The Money Zone Module gives traders
an almost unfair advantage. – Tom W.

